The femtosecond laser direct-writing (FLDW) of waveguide circuits in glasses has seen interest from a number of fields over the previous 20 years. It has evolved from a curiosity to a viable platform for the rapid prototyping of small scale circuits. The field of quantum information science has exploited this capability and in the process advanced the fabrication technique. In this review the technological aspects of the laser inscription method relevant to quantum information science will be discussed. A range of demonstrations which have been enabled by laser written circuits will be outlined; these include novel circuits, simulations, photon sources and detection. This places the FLDW technique among the few integrated optical platforms to have produced individually every component required for scalable quantum computation.
Introduction
Quantum information science promises to use inherently quantum mechanical phenomena to encode, process and transmit information. In seeking out a platform to build such an architecture photonics stands out as a desirable candidate due to the ease with which photons can be transmitted in existing communication networks. A photon's multiple degrees of freedom can be prepared in distinct states and manipulated using conventional optical components such as waveplates and beamsplitters. Furthermore, photons do not easily interact with one another or with the environment meaning that noise due to a quantum state interacting with its surroundings is virtually eliminated. However, quantum photonics places stringent demands on a number of system properties. Quantum circuits are typically composed of nested interferometric components which must be phase stable and the insertion loss of an optical circuit limits the transmission of a quantum communication channel. These properties, accompanied by the need to miniaturise circuits to enable high density complex designs, have encouraged the on-chip integration of photonic quantum circuits.
High density optical circuit fabrication is achievable with conventional technologies readily integrated with standard CMOS fabrication techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] . Silicon circuits are convenient as both photon sources and routing devices. Silicon's high nonlinearity makes it desirable for a range of on chip active devices [5, 6] including photon pair generation [7] . Various groups have developed multiple photon pair sources on a single chip with reconfigurable routing architectures [8] , variable delays [9] and reconfigurable entangled photon generation [10] . However, due to challenges in the deterministic production and detection of photons only small scale circuits have been demonstrated. To date most demonstrations consist of less than four photons and less than 15 detectors. Although this problem is currently being addressed [11, 12] large density circuits are currently unnecessary for these prototype device designs and other considerations determine the ideal platform for a given task. In particular, the high extraction efficiency of photons from LASER & PHOTONICS REVIEWS glass waveguide circuits has made them the most practical method for exploring a range of quantum photonic devices and concepts. Politi et al. were the first to demonstrate a quantum circuit using on-chip waveguides [13] . This experiment utilised a silica-on-silicon planar lightwave circuit (PLC) for a number of reasons. One of the most convenient wavelengths for producing coincident pairs of identical photons is 800 nm and this overlaps with the high efficiency region for silicon avalanche photodiodes. Hence transparency in this wavelength range is important. Furthermore, low index contrast waveguides have both a low transmission loss and excellent mode overlap with optical fibre meaning that the overall extraction efficiency of a circuit is high. However, with quantum information science still in its infancy, PLC fabrication places some limitations on circuit design. Although PLC circuits can be produced on a large scale with relative ease, they are not ideal for device prototyping. PLC design can be completed in a number of ways but in order to produce waveguide patterns either a chrome mask to selectively illuminate a photosensitive resist or alternatively electron beam lithography is needed. These processes are feasible but not ideal for rapid prototyping. In addition some waveguide orientations which require out of plane designs are not achievable using this process.
The femtosecond laser direct-write (FLDW) technique [14] is a very different way to produce glass waveguides which helps alleviate some of the constraints of PLC fabrication such as photomask design and lack of support for out of plane structures. The FLDW method uses the high peak powers available with ultrafast lasers to induce localised nonlinear absorption at a laser focus within a transparent substrate. The absorption of this energy can cause a refractive index change and, in the case where this is positive, waveguides can be formed by translating the substrate with respect to the focus. Unlike PLC fabrication, the FLDW technique is a one step process, requiring no masking procedure or cleanroom environment. This means that prototypes can be produced rapidly and iterative fabrication methods can be employed. Furthermore, the laser is easily focused at multiple depths inside the material enabling three dimensional waveguide circuits which are extremely challenging to produce using lithographic means. This allows the production of vertically coupled waveguide arrays for the study of photon correlations and novel 3D integrated waveguide circuits.
In this review we will detail the progress in the field of quantum information science enabled by laser inscribed circuits. These circuits have proved valuable due to the convenience of their manufacture and their three dimensional fabrication capability. We will outline the operation and development of quantum circuits and the different methods used for their operation. The three-dimensional capability afforded by the laser inscription process and the unique photonic lattice designs this has enabled will also be discussed. Finally we will outline the advances made in the integration of single photon sources and detectors in laser written circuits and the future progress which can be achieved in the area.
Background

Quantum information science
This section provides a brief theoretical background to elementary quantum information. For a more detailed introduction, the reader is referred to the excellent textbook by Gerry and Knight [15] . For more information on the design of optical quantum circuits and their applications the reader is referred to Kok and Lovett [16] .
The quantum bit, or qubit, is the quantum analogue of the classical bit. However, rather than the fixed values of the classical bit of "0" and "1" the qubit can exist in a superposition of these states. The state of a single qubit can be described by the ket
where |0 and |1 are physical states representing logical states denoted by bold numbering. Also α and β are complex coefficients satisfying |α| 2 + |β| 2 = 1, so that the state |ψ is normalised. A general n-qubit quantum system, represented by a 2 n bitstring, can be defined as:
where |x i is the tensor product of n logical qubit states determined by the binary expansion of the integer x i . For n = 3 for example, |x 3 = |0 ⊗ |1 ⊗ |1 . Generally, the tensor product operator ⊗ can be omitted without confusion, and we will do so below. To ensure normalisation of the whole state, the complex coefficients c i satisfy
Each extra qubit doubles the number of states which can be represented; this is core to the exponential scaling of computing power with only a polynomial increase in the required resources offered by quantum computing. It should be noted however that simply preparing a large number of qubits is not sufficient to produce a quantum computer capable of performing any practical operation (please refer to the textbook by Nielsen and Chuang for a detailed background [17] or alternatively the reader is also referred to an excellent lecture series in Ref. [18] ). A method of preparing, manipulating and reading out the state of these qubits in a controlled manner is required. Furthermore, only a handful of algorithms have been proven to provide a computational speed up over the best known classical methods, the most well known being Shor's algorithm for efficient factorisation of large composites [19, 20] . Encoding a qubit using photons is straightforward and two of the most popular representations are polarisation Figure 1 (a) The equivalence of single rail (polarisation) encoding and dual rail (spatial mode) encoding schemes. A polarising beamsplitter (PBS) separates the two polarisations and a half wave plate in one mode rotates the polarisation by 90 degrees resulting in two spatially distinct modes. (b) A conceptual layout of a CNOT gate which flips the state of a target qubit conditional on the state of a control qubit. It does so by producing a phase shift on one arm of a Mach-Zehnder inteferometer in the path of the target qubit. When the control qubit is in the |1 state (a photon occupying mode c-1) then a phase shift of π is imparted on one arm of the target qubit Mach-Zehnder which switches the photon into the opposite mode.
encoding and spatial mode encoding. In the case of polarisation encoding a qubit state can be represented by its polarisation orientation (horizontal or vertical): |0 = |1 H ⊗ |0 V = |H or |1 = |0 H ⊗ |1 V = |V . Note once more that the tensor product notation indicating the occupation number of each polarisation mode (1 H ⊗ |0 V ) makes the relevant Hilbert space very clear, but the more compact notation (|H ) is usually preferable. A polarisation-encoded qubit in the state |ψ = α|0 + β|1 can be transformed into spatial mode encoding by using a polarising beamsplitter and half wave plate (as shown in Fig. 1(a) ). In this case the mode (a or b) occupied by the photon corresponds to the logical state:
The polarisation encoding scheme is often referred to as the "single rail" encoding scheme, since both logical states occupy the same spatial mode, while the spatial mode encoding scheme is referred to as "dual rail". It should be noted that in many articles which discuss dual rail encoding the modes which correspond to the logical zero are often omitted since they do not play an active role in the circuit operation.
It is clear that the encoding of photons is a relatively straightforward task. Furthermore, single qubit rotations are easily achieved using components such as waveplates and beamsplitters. However, in order to perform quantum computation a two qubit gate is a necessity. Such a gate is the controlled-NOT or CNOT gate which is shown in Fig. 1(b) . If we represent states in the two-qubit space in terms of the "computational basis" (|00 , |01 , |10 , |11 ) then the gate performs the following operation: (4) which flips the final two elements of the two-qubit state vector. This may be compared to the classical XOR gate where a target register is flipped conditional on the state of a control register. This is a challenging gate to implement using linear optics since a nonlinear phase shift is required between two modes of the circuit; a π phase shift must be induced by the single photon propagating in the control |1 mode. Despite enormous progress in cavity quantum electrodynamics (CQED) [21, 22] a single photon nonlinearity sufficient to produce such a large phase shift has yet to be demonstrated. In 2001, a landmark paper by Knill et al. [23] outlined a means to perform efficient quantum computing using only linear optical elements. This method, referred to as linear optical quantum computing (LOQC) only requires single qubit operations to form a circuit if they are combined with projective measurement. The price to pay is that the gate is non-deterministic and only a small subset of the possible outputs from the circuit are used. In this proposal the nonlinear phase shift, or nonlinear sign (NS x ), required for a two-qubit operation is achieved through a measurement-induced nonlinearity where projective measurement, combined with two-photon interference results in a probabilistic but heralded gate operation.
Two-photon interference occurring at a beamsplitter is caused by a complete absence of "which path" information between particles occupying two input modes of the beamsplitter and results in the coalescence of particles in a particular mode. An ideal beamsplitter performs a unitary operation on a set of optical modes [24] . In the normal way, we introduce bosonic mode creation operators denoted by a This equation shows the output state is entangled since the state is no longer separable. This state is often generalised to the N photon state (|N 0 + |0N )/ √ 2 where N corresponds to the photon number occupation of one mode and the zero denotes a vacuum occupation (no photons present) of the other mode. This two-photon interference is caused by the beamsplitter introducing an indistinguishability between the possible paths of the photons [26] . This is in no way due to any first order interference occurring due to overlapping the photons at the beamsplitter, since single photons are mutually incoherent particles. This fact has been shown in an experiment by Pittman et al. where whichpath interference can be observed for particles which do not overlap in anyway at the beamsplitter [27] . The implementation of basic two-qubit gates based on this scheme will be detailed in section 3.
Waveguide formation
A brief description of the underlying material interaction and modification process is the purpose of this section. For further detailed information the reader is directed to books [28, 29] on laser microfabrication.
Although there has been progress in developing integrated photonic circuits for quantum information and crucial circuit elements have been produced in isolation and in monolithic demonstrations, there is still a number of challenges facing integrated quantum photonics. One issue is the availability of photon sources and detection capabilities which must be interfaced with prototype circuits. Many bulk optical photon sources operate at 800 nm and are then coupled into waveguide circuits to perform characterisations. These circuits therefore would ideally be transparent at 800 nm and have a mode size closely matched to that of a single mode fibre. The waveguides formed through femtosecond laser direct write (FLDW) can be fabricated with a refractive index contrast and diameter closely resembling an optical fibre meaning that insertion losses are minimal. Lithographic fabrication requires a unique photomask for each new circuit design. Hence if a circuit design parameter needs to be tweaked very slightly, an entirely new mask must be fabricated which is time, labour and cost intensive. The FLDW technique offers an alternative fabrication mechanism whereby a circuit is drawn into a glass substrate using a laser focus rather than imprinted and etched using a photomask. A conceptual image of the fabrication process is shown in Fig. 2 where three dimensional regions of refractive index change are "drawn" inside a block of glass at the point of the laser focus. This fabrication method has evolved to become a commercially viable waveguide fabrication platform. This is demonstrated by significant investment in companies like Translume, Optoscribe and Femtoprint [30] [31] [32] .
The FLDW technique was first demonstrated by Davis et al. who modified a transparent substrate using a short pulse laser [14] . Unlike the laser inscription of photosensitive glasses, which relies on single photon absorption from high energy ultraviolet (UV) light [33] , the FLDW technique relies on multiphoton absorption of photons with energies below the bandgap of the material. Multiphoton absorption processes are driven by the intense electric field at the focus of a short pulse laser and lead to a material modification. The advantage of this method is the fact that the energy deposition is localised at the focus since the material is otherwise transparent at the writing wavelength. This also means that virtually any transparent dielectric can be processed using the FLDW technique, including glasses, ceramics and even crystalline materials. However the morphology of the induced material modification can vary significantly depending on the material and exposure conditions. For instance in glasses, three different modification types can be produced [34] . At low pulse energies a smooth refractive index change, typically referred to as Type I modification, can be induced, which, if positive in sign, is ideal for low loss waveguides. At intermediate pulse energies, self-organised sub-wavelength nano-structures have been observed [35, 36] . These nanostructures are aligned perpendicular to the electric-field vector of the incident laser field and exhibit a strong birefringence. Pulse energies above the damage threshold lead to optical damage of the material or an explosive expansion localised to the focal volume that results in the formation of voids [37] . These modifications are characterised as Type II.
Common substrate materials for low loss waveguides are silicate glasses, either fused silica or multi-component silicates, like the ones typically used for television and mobile phone screens. Even though these materials are similar in structure, the origin of refractive index change can be considerably different, depending on whether they are processed in the athermal or thermal regime. In the athermal regime where the time span between successive laser pulses is considerably longer than the thermal diffusion time of the glass, which is typically of the order of microseconds, a pulse-by-pulse repetitive modification of the material occurs. In fused silica this leads to densification and creation of colour centres [38] . In contrast, in BK7 (a multicomponent silicate glass,) an increase in polarisability was attributed to the increased refractive index [39] . As a result of the low pulse repetition rate (< 100 kHz), slow translation speeds, typically in the order of tens of micrometres per second are required in order to obtain sufficient spatial overlap between individual modifications to create a continuous waveguide. In contrast, in the thermal regime, successive pulses arrive well below the thermal diffusion time of the material [40, 41] . Thus there is insufficient time between pulses for the heat to diffuse out of the focal volume and an accumulation of heat occurs. This results in local melting leading to densification [39] and diffusion of elements in multicomponent silicate glasses [42] . As a result of the high laser repetition rate, the sample can be translated at speeds of millimetres per second and thus the waveguide inscription is orders of magnitude quicker than in the athermal regime. Mode-matching between optical fibres and FLDW waveguides circuits is crucial for efficient coupling. In the athermal regime astigmatic beam shaping has to be employed to obtain circular waveguide modes that match well to optical fibres [43, 44] . In contrast, the isotropic heat diffusion of glass results in intrinsically circular waveguides in the athermal regime. Not every glass responds with an increase in refractive index upon exposure to femtosecond pulses, such as ZBLAN for instance [45, 46] . Nevertheless, low-loss waveguides can be created by inscribing a depressed cladding where multiple modifications are arranged around an unmodified waveguide core to form a cladding of lower refractive index [47, 48] . This has the advantage that the excellent bulk optical properties of the glass are preserved in the core.
Certain crystalline structures are commonly exploited in quantum information science for their second-order nonlinearity capable of producing pairs of coincident photons. These crystals' unique electro-optic and nonlinear properties originate from their lattice structure which is anisotropic and exhibits no centre of inversion. However, this tightly-packed crystalline structure means that producing waveguides through densification is difficult [49] . Despite this, modifications have been observed and direct modification of the material's refractive index is designated as Type I index modification [50] [51] [52] . The most common tactic employed to produce waveguides in crystalline materials is Type II modification which uses a pair of damaged structures, in close proximity, producing a stress field acting as a waveguide [49, 53, 54] . This has the benefit of leaving the waveguiding region undisturbed, therefore preserving the desirable nonlinear or electro-optic properties of the material [53] . Limitations on circuit size when using this technique are imposed by the substrate translation stages (limiting two dimensional translation) and the laser focusing conditions such as objective working distance and aberration compensation (limiting movement in the third dimension). Low magnification objectives are often used permitting a working distance of several millimetres but due to spherical aberration induced by the surface of the glass substrate and the air boundary it is necessary to compensated for focal elongation at differing depths in the sample [55, 56] . High magnification oil immersion objectives are sometimes preferred since they eliminate spherical aberration almost entirely but reduce working distances to sub-millimetre. Furthermore propagation and bend losses have to be considered when designing a FLDW circuit. Low loss waveguides exhibit losses on the order of 0.1 dB/cm [57, 58] and bend radii below 30 mm with negligible loss have been demonstrated at a wavelength of 1550 nm [59, 60] .
An alternative technique has also been used to produce waveguides in glass using a laser for quantum information applications [33] . This method uses a specialised substrate material with a photosensitive germanium doped region. The process selectively modifies the regions which are exposed to the laser and means that waveguide circuits can be drawn rather than imprinted using a lithographic mask. It should be noted however that this method does not permit three dimensional device designs as in the case of the FLDW technique.
Quantum circuit components
This section outlines the three dimensional circuit designs which have been enabled by the laser inscription process. We begin by outlining the building block of all integrated circuits, the beamsplitter and move on to single and two qubit gates realised in both polarisation and spatial mode encoding.
Single qubit gates
The FLDW technique allows one to draw a circuit without a photomask and therefore rapidly adjust and prototype circuit designs. This technique was initially applied to produce directional couplers for manipulating path encoded qubits by Marshall et al. showing that laser written circuits could offer equally high two-photon interference visibilities as their lithographically produced counterparts [61] . This experiment used coincident photons produced by spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) to characterise laser inscribed waveguide directional couplers (shown in Fig. 3 ). Directional couplers are the integrated optic analog of a bulk optics beamsplitter and therefore a core building block for more advanced circuit designs. They operate by bringing two waveguides into close proximity such that their evanescent fields may overlap and exchange energy. In this way a beamsplitter with any reflectivity can be produced by varying the separation between two waveguides and the length over which they interact. SPDC is a popular means for producing pairs of photons sufficiently identical that they may exhibit two photon interference [62] . This occurs by a pump photon probabilistically annihilating and producing a pair of photons (referred to as the signal and idler) with lower energies. The resulting photons are LASER & PHOTONICS REVIEWS Figure 3 The layout of the experiment conducted by Marshall et al. to study the feasibility of using FLDW waveguide circuits in quantum optics experiments [61] . A 402 nm continuous wave laser is focused inside a BiBO crystal. Degenerate down converted photons at the wavelength of 804 nm are selected using suitable 3 nm bandpass filters. Photons are subsequently coupled into optical fibres and routed to the device under test and the outputs are monitored using avalanche photodiodes (APDs) [61] .
produced with a range of wavevectors k and frequencies ω according to the phase-matching condition,
where p, s and i refer to the pump, signal and idler respectively [63, 64] . In the experiment by Marshall et al., a nonlinear crystal of bismuth triborate (BiBO) was used to produce pairs of photons which were entirely degenerate. These were then coupled into optical fibres and transmitted to the laser inscribed device under test while at the output a pair of detectors were used to register coincidence events as a function of the temporal delay of one photon with respect to the other. A sharp drop in coincidence events, known as a Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) dip [62] , signals that the two photons are entirely indistinguishable in every degree of freedom and this can be seen in Fig. 4 . This demonstrated that two-photon interference visibilities (> 95%), comparable to bulk optical and lithographically produce waveguides, can be obtained using FLDW waveguides and displayed the potential of FLDW devices for experiments in quantum optics. These single qubit elements can also be implemented on qubits encoded in polarisation and laser inscribed integrated wave plates have been formed. Laser inscribed waveguides often feature an elongation in one dimension originating from focal elongation caused by either spherical aberration or by self focusing due to Kerr lensing at high intensities. Hence, the waveguides possess an inherent form birefringence in the range of 10 −6 -10 −4 [65] [66] [67] [68] . This birefringence can be exploited to produce waveguide based polarisation components. Fernandes et al. have demonstrated a stress-induced birefringence which was sufficient to perform an on-chip quarter and half wave rotation by including stress formations surrounding the waveguide core [67, 68] . The angle of the fast and slow axes can thus be chosen by selecting the orientation of the stress rods with respect to the core (see Fig. 5 ). This technique was used by Heilmann et al. in demonstrating wave plate operations for single photons [69] . An alternative approach was used by Corrielli et al. by exploiting the intrinsic form birefringence of the waveguides induced in the writing process [70] .
Two qubit gate
A step towards two qubit gates came with the demonstration by Sansoni et al. that FLDW circuits could also be Figure 6 The polarisation encoded CNOT experiment by Crespi et al. [71] . The input states of the device are prepared using SPDC in a BBO crystal (C), polarising beamsplitter cubes (PBS), wave plates (WP) and controllers (WPC). Degenerate photons are selected using interference filters (IF). Fibres (SMF) can be strained in polarisation controllers (PC) to induce birefringence and act as wave plates. The chip contains three partially polarising directional couplers (PPDC) which are designed to operate on both modes of the input target and control qubits at once. Characterisations of the circuits' operational fidelity are completed by performing process tomography at the output of the device while varying the temporal distinguishability of the photons using a delay line (DL) and measuring photocounts using single photon counting modules (SPCM) [71] .
used for photons encoded in polarisation [66] . This experiment showed the preservation of polarisation entanglement through an FLDW beam splitter. Subsequently, Crespi et al. incorporated this encoding method with a demonstration of a partially polarising directional coupler to form a CNOT gate for polarisation encoded qubits (see Fig. 6 ) [71] . This scheme is built around a partially polarising beamsplitter (PPBS), a component which permits a different beamsplitting operation on the horizontal and vertical components of the optical mode. Such a component is challenging to reliably produce in integrated optics. It exploits waveguide birefringence to produce an evanescent coupling which is polarisation dependent. A laser written PPBS circuit was initially demonstrated by Fernandes et al. who used sub-wavelength modifications (referred to as nanogratings) to induce a large waveguide birefringence inducing a polarisation sensitive waveguide coupling. This birefringent technique has also been used to produce half and quarter wave plates [67] . The demonstration by Crespi et al. instead used an inherent small birefringence of the laser written waveguides caused by their elliptical shape to implement a PPBS. The circuit is dense since a qubit is contained in a single spatial mode while the PPBS operates on both polarisation modes of the qubit simultaneously. However, this circuit does not permit the on-chip preparation of polarisation encoded qubits, normally accomplished using wave plates. This issue has been recently addressed by Corrielli et al. and Heilmann et al. in demonstrations of integrated optical wave plates [69, 70] . This has shown the diverse range of optical functions enabling polarisation encoded circuit operations. It should also be noted that experiments have exploited an alternative UV laser writing method to form circuits for quantum information and have shown phase control and on-chip photon number resolving detection [33, 72, 73] .
Heralded gate -C-Phase Gate
Although progress in destructive gate operation is important, ultimately it is essential that the output of a circuit can be fed forward and used in successive operations. For this, ancillary photons which can herald the successful operation of a desired circuit are essential. Despite the progress in the design of polarisation encoded circuits an element essential in scalable quantum computing, heralded gate operation, was achieved using a dual rail or spatial encoding scheme [74] . In this work a number of four mode circuits are fabricated which are designed to implement a controlled phase or C-Phase gate, which imparts a π phase shift on a target qubit arm conditional on the state of a control qubit. This is similar to the CNOT gate but an additional feature of the C-Phase gate is that it requires additional ancillary photons to herald the successful operation of the circuit. In this way the output of the circuit can be fed forward into another processing device. The architecture of the circuit was first proposed by Knill [75] . The idea of the theoretical proposal, compared with the design for its subsequent experimental demonstration, is shown in Fig. 7 . This circuit offers the potential of a heralded CNOT by acting as the nested nonlinear sign shift in an interferometric setup such as that shown in Fig. 1(b) .
In this work it should be noted that a full demonstration of the heralded operation of the circuit was not possible due to the technical challenges imposed by limited access to four coincident single photons. Currently, it is not possible using spontaneous parametric down conversion to repeatably produce four single photons in four individual modes. This is due to both the stochastic nature of the emission process and the statistics of multiphoton generation, which result in an equal probability of generating four photons distributed across two modes as compared to being distributed across all four modes. These multiphoton terms combined with the low generation rates mean that while technically possible, it is still experimentally infeasible to perform such a demonstration of the complete circuit operation. Despite this, it is still possible to exploit a recently demonstrated coherent state characterisation to accurately measure the unitary operation this circuit performs [76] . The work by Meany et al. [74] then studied how the measured unitary compares to the optimal unitary by using two measures: a simple mode fidelity measure which judges how well the unitary corresponds to the ideal operation, and a process fidelity which takes into account how the unitary will ultimately implement the intended function. Using the latter approach it is possible to account for errors such as reduced heralding efficiency, which is distinct from the efficiency of generating an entangled output robustly. The comparison between the mode and process fidelity is contained in Fig. 8 where the results from fabricated waveguide circuits are overlaid with the predicted mode and process fidelities when circuit parameters such as beamsplitter reflectivity and relative phase are varied. This work is important for future design constraints and realistic operation conditions of waveguide circuits featuring fabrication errors such as the study of large scale circuitry reported by Mower et al. [77] .
www.lpr-journal.org LASER & PHOTONICS REVIEWS Figure 7 (a) The circuit for a hcz gate showing paths for ancillary photons A and B as well as the computational qubits; the control (target) photon is encoded across spatial paths C 0 (T 0 ) representing |0 and C (T ) representing |1 . The |0 -modes do not interact in the gate; the four remaining modes undergo four beamsplitting operations with reflectivities R(θ n )= cos 2 (θ n ). The light-coloured side indicates the surface yielding a relative π phase change upon reflection. (b) The four interacting circuit modes modelled as a waveguide array, showing the crossover and optimal reflectivities for the BSs implemented using evanescent coupling [74] . from the ideal BS angles and internal phase shift. The ideal phase is zero and φ N represents any net extra phase introduced between beamsplitters. For the BSs is the variation from the ideal angle; the total reflectivity will be cos 2 (θ ideal + θ). In both cases is a length variation in the physical device. The top graphs show the fidelity when one parameter is varied and the rest are held at zero. The points shown represent the deviations found in the best experimentally-characterised circuit. Note that on this scale both the curves and points for BS1 and BS2 are indistinguishable. The bottom graphs show the fidelities for 2000 simulated instances of hcz gates with all parameters drawn randomly from Gaussian distributions with mean 0 and standard deviation σ . The purple distribution has σ = 0.1, which is similar in magnitude to most of the parameters from our best measured circuit; the green distribution has σ = 0.05 in order to show the fidelities achievable with a modest improvement in fabrication accuracy. The resulting green (purple) distributions have means of 0.994 (0.980) for F m and 0.962 (0.863) for F p . Note the logarithmic scale on the horizontal axes [74] .
Advanced circuit designs
As indicated from the previous section, the more intricate the circuits become, the more complex the gate operations which are achievable. These operations range from exotic state engineering to state verification and computational problems. Naturally, such tasks impose strict requirements on design accuracy. The FLDW technique provides precise fabrication adjustment and the ability to write almost arbitrary 3D geometries which enable compact structures.
In this section we focus on three topics that exploit complex waveguide geometries. Firstly we outline the boson sampling problem which is of interest since it strongly indicates that a currently achievable quantum computer may be superior to a classical one. Secondly we discuss a multiplexing device which allows the generation of multi-partite entangled W-states of high order. They can be exploited for various applications including the generation of genuine random numbers. Finally we describe an additional 3D circuit design which allows the multi-partite entanglement verification of the generated W-states. This device also enables universal W-state generation. In this context we present a novel method to characterise this elaborate quantum network using only classical light.
Boson-sampling
Boson sampling is a computational problem that is believed to be exponentially hard by means of classical calculation but could be solved very efficiently using a quantum computer as pointed out by Aaronson and Arkhipov [78] . It requires neither nonlinearities nor a priori entanglement-as distinct from universal quantum computing. Starting with an m × m device described by a unitary U and injecting n ≤ m indistinguishable bosons into n different ports the task is to sample the bosons' output distribution, that is, to calculate the probabilities of finding the bosons in n various output ports. Due to bosons' non-classical interference [79] there is no known efficient classical sampling algorithm.
To obtain the probability for a certain output distribution one has to consider a n × n submatrix U of the unitary U . The desired probability is found from the permanent of this submatrix: P = |per( U )| 2 . The matrix permanent is related to the more familiar determinant in a simple fashion: all terms in the sum over matrix element products appear with a positive sign as opposed to the alternating sign that applies in the case of the determinant. Calculating either quantity from their definitions is a problem that scales factorially, and is thus considered computationally hard. For the determinant (which corresponds to the fermion sampling problem), standard matrix diagonalisation reduces the problem to cubic complexity, but no such simplification is known for the permanent. A quantum device is not believed to be more efficient in calculating individual matrix permanents than a classical computer, but it will be superior when sampling over the complete output distribution of a sufficient large system.
To illustrate the boson sampling problem, let us imagine a beam splitter (BS) with transmittivity t and reflectivity r (t 2 + r 2 = 1) where two indistinguishable photons are injected into each input port. The probability P of having on photon in output channel 1 and another in channel 2 is exactly the boson sampling problem in that specific case. The probability is given by
If we consider a symmetric BS with t 2 = r 2 = 1/2 we find P = 0, consistent with our expectations for a Hong-OuMandel interference experiment [79] .
To study a nontrivial example of the boson sampling problem a multimode circuit was used by Tillmann et al. (as shown in Fig. 9 [80] . The importance of this proof of principle experiment was such that four research groups realised a version of it independently and within a very short timeframe. It was initially reported by Broome et al. by means of a 6 × 6 fibre mode network [81] and by Spring et al. using a 6 silica-on-silicon chip [82] . The Boson sampling was also implemented in another 5 × 5 femtosecond laser-written chip [83] . There, a five-port interferometric structure was inscribed in borosilicate glass and and the phases as well as the transmission rates of the deployed directional couplers could be precisely controlled due to the flexibility of the FLDW technique. All implementations used up to three photons as input to their quantum circuits and obtained similar results verifying that indeed a simple quantum computer can efficiently sample a quantum network's bosonic output distribution. In the Tillman et al. experiment, a photonic network as depicted in Fig. 9 with five input and five output ports, consisting of eight BS with different splitting ratios and eleven phase shifters was inscribed into a ten centimetre long fused silica glass chip via the FLDW technique. On launching three indistinguishable photons into three distinct ports of the possible five, the device 'computes' all probabilities of finding the three photons in three various of the five output channels. The probability distribution is www.lpr-journal.org
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acquired by means of three-photon coincidence detection between the output modes. Several input configurations have been realised of which Fig. 9 shows one example.
Generation of high-order W-states
One particular class of maximally multipartite entangled states are the so-called W-states, which have the remarkable property that their entanglement is robust against decoherence [84] . Originally introduced for three qubits, they were quickly generalised to N entangled eigenstates:
where ϕ k is an arbitrary but fixed phase distribution. Wstates have been proposed for a variety of applications like teleportation, secure communication, or genuine random number generation [85] [86] [87] . Nevertheless, their experimental realisation stopped at the order of N = 4 [88] . One of the major reasons is the decoherent evolution with bulk optics which makes the generation of high-order W-states very challenging. Note, while W-states' entanglement is robust against decoherence, their generation is not. A possible solution to create high-order W-states is to establish their generation on-chip. Integrated devices are intrinsically stable, thus preserving coherence. In line with this, Gräfe et al. demonstrated that a femtosecond laserwritten waveguide structure can be used to generate single photon W-states up to the order of N = 16 [87] . The configuration they used to realise N = 8 is shown in Fig. 10 . It consists of seven integrated BS arranged in a cascade such that a single photon injected into input port 3 is coherently split at the first BS and again at the next two BSs and so on, and is finally coherently shared among all eight output channels. Figure 10 shows the count statistics for W-states of different order. As expected, a flat uniform probability distribution can be observed in all cases. This is quite distinct from the quantum walk distributions we discuss below.
Verification of the multipartite entanglement on the basis of state tomography is naturally extremely elaborate. Instead, it is possible to perform the verification by means of a unitary transformation that projects a W-state onto a single photon Fock state. Hence, the fidelity of the transformed state compared to the single photon Fock state gives a measure of the W-state's multipartite entanglement [89, 90] . In that vein, to prove the N -partite entanglement of a N -th order W-state the fidelity has to be greater than (N − 1)/N . That kind of unitary transformation is realised by the threedimensional waveguide structure discussed in section 4.3. A fidelity of 0.918 ± 0.004 was experimentally demonstrated confirming the presence of eight-partite entanglement [87] .
Moreover, exploiting their intrinsic randomness and their flat eigenstate's probability distribution W-states are perfectly suited for genuine random number generation. Such generated random numbers pass all statistical tests provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [87, 91] . The advantages of this scheme are the uniform probability distribution, which relegates any post-processing and the large number basis N , which enables a high generation bitrate. To put it simply, applying a W-state of N -th order is the same as rolling a N -sided quantum dice. Additionally, since the W-state creation is on-chip the random number generation benefits from the advantages of integrated photonic devices.
Multi-partite entanglement verification and novel device characterisation scheme
Using the 3D capability of the FLDW technique it becomes possible to verify the multipartite-entanglement of the produced W-states described in the previous section and to realise their generation independently from the input port.
In order to verify the entanglement of the |W N one can apply a unitary U which projects any state into a basis set of orthogonal W-states (varying in their phase distribution) by mapping each of them to one specific single-photon Fock state: |W N →â † N |0 . Of course the desired state must be one of the basis states. In that vein, the density matrix ρ of the desired state evolves to ρ = UρU † , yielding the fidelity Biseparable states satisfy the inequality F ≤ (N − 1)/N such that a violation is sufficient to verify N -mode entanglement in the state ρ [89, 90] . In this specific case, the unitary transformation is achieved by the waveguide network presented in Fig. 11 (a) which maps the output of the W-state generation device to one single output channel. It was experimentally demonstrated that indeed the photons emerge from one channel only with a fidelity of (91.8 ± 0.4)% violating the criterion above and thus verifying the eight-mode entanglement. The verification device is itself a multiport interferometer which can only be realised using a 3D geometry. Its remarkable property is that it can be used to universally generate W-states by transforming a single photon state into a W-state independent of the chosen input channel:
The phase distribution ϕ k,l is determined by the choice of the input guide l. One has to consider a π/2 phase jump for light in the reflection (tunnelled) channel of an integrated BS.
We now discuss how such networks can be characterised. The task is to ascertain the complex matrix elements U k,l = |U k,l | e iϕ k,l , i.e., moduli |U k,l | and the phases ϕ k,l = arg(U k,l ) of the network's unitary U . Unfortunately, quantum process tomography becomes fairly impractical in the case of such complex systems [92] . An efficient alternative is provided by a highly precise interferometric approach using classical light only [74, 93, 94] . While the moduli |U k,l | are obtained by means of classical intensity measurements the phases ϕ k,l are quantified by classical light interference. For experimental realisation, a laser beam is split into two components addressing different input configurations. As depicted in Fig. 11(b) , the output intensity distribution is imaged onto a CCD camera. Channel 1 serves as a reference channel and its optical path was changed by slightly heating up the fibre via a warm breath. A Lissajous ellipse is fit to the correlations of the oscillations of each channel with respect to the reference channel and from the rotation one is able to extract the phases ϕ k,l (see Fig. 11(c) ) [94, 95] . This results in an overall gate fidelity of 0.979 ± 0.034. Note, the characterisation scheme does not need any highly precise delay stages. 
Quantum Random Walks
Classical one-dimensional random walks are defined in terms of probabilities for a classical particle to advance one step to the left or to the right within a discrete graph. In contrast, one-dimensional quantum random walks (QRW) are physical processes where single quantum particles simultaneously evolve in two permissible directions within a discrete graph [96] .
As elucidated in the present review, integrated photonic systems are among the most advanced and auspicious schemes for the realisation of quantum circuits and quantum simulators. Along similar lines, it is not surprising that quantum random walks of single-photons as well as of correlated photon pairs are also possible using such integrated photonic configurations [97] . The aim of this section is to give an account of the realisation of unique photonic lattice designs which are based on integrated laser-written technology.
Our discussion starts by describing the realisation of a discrete quantum walk for entangled particles via networks of integrated polarization-maintaining beam splitters [98] . We then refer to the continuous QRW realisation of spatially extended Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen two-photon states, correlated and anti-correlated in their positions, which evolve in ordered and Anderson photonic lattices [99] . Finally, we give an overview on the observation of two-photon quantum walks in two dimensional waveguide arrays. These include an elliptical direct-written waveguide array [100] as well as an array in a Swiss cross lattice arrangement [101] .
Two-particle Bosonic-Fermionic quantum walks using integrated photonics
In Ref. [98] , Sansoni et al., report on the observation of discrete QRW of entangled particles via integrated photonic systems endowed with broken z-invariance [98] .
www.lpr-journal.org Figure 12 Left picture shows a schematic of the network of directional couplers fabricated for implementing a four-step quantum walk. The color coding indicates the writing depth of the waveguides, which is varying from point to point. Right picture shows a 3D representation of the basic cell of the network, which acts as a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [98] .
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For the experiments, they created the discrete network of integrated beam-splitters illustrated in Fig. 12 . The input biphoton states were generated using a β-barium borate crystal (BBO) cut for type-II non-collinear phase matching. This produces a two-particle polarization-entangled state,
. In addition, through the use of a voltage controlled liquid crystal device, the relative phase φ was tuned from 0 to π allowing the transformation of the initial state from the so-called triplet state, |ψ + = (|H A |V B + |V A |H B )/ √ 2, to the singlet state, |ψ − = (|H A |V B − |V A |H B )/ √ 2, of the Bell basis [103] . A remarkable fact elucidated through these experiments is that by sweeping the phase interval [0,π ] it is possible to simulate quantum behaviour expected of bosonic (φ = 0), fermionic (φ = π ), and anyonic (φ ∈ (0, π)) particles.
It is worth emphasising that the exploitation of the polarization degree of freedom is possible due to the excellent control over coplanar and non-coplanar waveguide inscription. In fact, for the experiments discussed here it was necessary to fabricate the waveguides at different planes in such a way that the polarization of the initial states was preserved.
For experimental demonstration, two-photon entangled states with φ = 0, π , and π/2 were injected into the system and the corresponding coincidence rates were measured at the output of the array. The results are depicted in Fig. 13 .
For the case when the triplet state is coupled into the system, the correlation map exhibits the behaviour expected of bosonic particles, that is, both particles tend to bunch at the same output channel (see Fig. 13(a) ). On the other hand, when the singlet state is coupled to the system, both particles separate and anti-bunching effects are observed. This particular case clearly indicates that the photon statistics correspond to that expected from fermionic particles which obey Pauli's exclusion principle [104] . In the optical context, this means that photons (behaving as fermions) cannot co-exist at the same output mode (Fig. 13(b) ). The corre- lation map for the two-photon input state with φ = π/2 clearly exhibits that the output quantum statistics in fact evokes anyonic-like behaviour (Fig. 13(c) ). Notably, these results open possibilities to explore particle statistics using bosons only.
Anderson localisation and co-localisation of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen photon pairs on disordered photonic lattices
Following the original experiment by Hong, Ou, and Mandel [79] , the presence of entanglement allows for observations of the quantum probability amplitude interference of two identical particles. In that vein a recent investigation demonstrated the role of entanglement of indistinguishable particles propagating through periodic and Anderson photonic lattices [99] .
Anderson localisation (AL) is a particularly intriguing process associated with wave propagation in random structures, where the presence of disorder results in the absence of diffusion [105, 106] and a localisation of the wave function. Unlike conventional studies of AL, in the work by Di Giuseppe et al. [107] , the behaviour of separable as well as spatially extended Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) photon pairs in waveguide arrays endowed with controllable disorder were considered. Since the separable two-photon input state is fully classical, localisation of the pair around the injection site is observed. This changes when considering the two-photon EPR state
where the indices refer to the lattice sites. In that vein the two photons are always coupled into the same waveguide with equal probability, 1/N . This state is thus, by definition, spatially extended. It is important to emphasise that in actual Anderson experiments it is strictly necessary to perform ensemble-averages in order to obtain meaningful experimental results [106] . This, however, is not the case when the quantum parallelism, inherent to the spatially wide spread applied EPR states, is taken into account. In other words, the quantum superposition principle precludes the need to perform the statistical averaging necessary to observe localisation.
In the experiments two-photon input states are prepared by optical SPDC and launched into the waveguide structures. Their output coincidences are measured via singlephoton detectors. The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 14 . Exploiting the FLDW technology three waveguide arrays of 101 sites were fabricated: a periodic, a weakly disordered, and a strongly disordered array. The randomness of the arrays is induced by changing the coupling coefficients of the photonic lattices by varying the interwaveguide separations, thus, giving rise to the so-called off-diagonal disorder [108] . This is in contrast to the case of diagonal disorder [106] , where the inter-waveguide distances are identical whereas the propagation constants are randomised. Coupling an EPR state into N = 20 adjacent waveguides, different landscapes emerge as presented in Fig. 15 . On the one hand, G (2) (x 1 , x 2 ) is not factorisable (Fig. 15(i,ii) ). The two off-diagonal peaks in the periodic case imply that the photons emerge on opposite sides of the array, that is, they tend to anti-bunch even though the pairs were coupled into the same waveguides ( Fig. 15(a),(i,ii) ). In the disordered arrays G (2) (x 1 , x 2 ) becomes extended along the diagonal, x 1 = x 2 , but localises along the x 1 = −x 2 direction ( Fig. 15(b,c) . On the other hand the singles profile G (1) (x 1 , x 1 ) mirrors the extension of G (2) along x 1 = x 2 axis. Finally, integrating G (2) along the diagonal x 1 = x 2 yields the probability distribution of the distance between both photons. It is clearly shown in Fig. 15(c) (iv) this distance localises (Anderson co-localisation) in a highly disordered lattice such that both will bunch and emerge from identical sites which is in strong contrast to the periodic case. As a consequence the spatial correlations between the photon pairs at the output on average are congruent to those at the input.
Two-photon quantum walks of distinguishable and indistinguishable photon pairs in two-dimensional waveguide arrays
In an experiment by Owens et al. a waveguide chip containing a ring of evanescently coupled waveguides is used to explore photon correlations in continuously coupled waveguide arrays which contain no inherent boundaries www.lpr-journal.org (see Fig. 16(a) ) [100] . First, photons were prepared in such a way that they exhibited a time delay larger than their coherence times, so that they were temporally distinguishable. In the second case, the time delay was removed to synchronise the photons allowing for simultaneous twosite excitations, inducing quantum interference among the multiple modes, yielding a Hong-Ou-Mandel type effect [79] . Quantum interference effects were demonstrated through measurements of the second order correlation function which gives the probability of simultaneously detecting one photon at site q and the other at site r :
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where m and n = m are the injection guides. Here, U l,s (z) represents the probability amplitude for detecting a photon after a propagation distance z at site l while originally launched at channel s.
As the results presented in Fig. 16 show, distinguishability of the photons inhibits quantum interference [109, 110] since the correlation matrices clearly indicate that both pho- tons always separate and emerge from different waveguides (channels 2 and 6) since they travel independently from each other (Fig. 16(b) ). Conversely, for the case when the photons become indistinguishable this behaviour is less likely (see Fig. 16(c) & (d) ). Additionally, some extra biphoton states appear, as there is a noticeable probability that both photons emerge together from either the second or the sixth waveguide, or even separately from waveguides 4 and 6, etc. Similar results are obtained when sending photons into next-nearest neighbouring sites.
Additionally, we describe the QRW of correlated photon pairs using a two dimensional array in the form of a "Swiss cross" arrangement [101] . This particular photonic network is illustrated in Fig. 17 , where waveguides that have first order coupling in the horizontal (vertical) plane are denoted with X (Y ). The central waveguide has first order coupling in both the horizontal and vertical plane and is labelled as C.
In the experiment two different configurations for the input states were considered. In the first case, separable photons are launched into waveguides X 1 and X 4. The coincidence measurements unambiguously demonstrate that for the case of indistinguishable photons the observed behaviour cannot be attributed to independent, 1D, single photon QRWs, but rather is characteristic for a 2D QRW of two correlated photons. Different strengths of the violations observed for each individual waveguide pair reflect the fact that bunching is not equally likely, due to the variety of photon paths contributing to the quantum interference.
Progress towards integration
To date laser inscribed waveguides have been used to demonstrate all of the requirements for an integrated linear optical quantum computer, albeit in isolation. Heralded photon sources have been produced from laser inscribed waveguides [65] , while detectors can be incorporated onto laser inscribed chips [72] . A large range of small scale circuits and simulations have been performed showing the practicality of using laser inscribed circuits for prototype devices. The next steps in the field will be to enhance the fabrication techniques and to then use this to incorporate additional functionality and complexity into device designs.
Sources and photon state engineering
In addition to producing circuits the FLDW technique has been shown to be useful both at the production and collection of heralded single photons. A heralded single photon source is a photon source which produces two photons simultaneously but stochastically: one of the photons is detected thus heralding the presence of the other photon. Properly engineered, a heralded photon source can be an excellent approximation to a true single photon source. Traditionally these coincident photons have been produced using nonlinear three wave mixing processes. However most quantum optics demonstrations requiring single photons have used a bulk optic source and collected the downconverted photons into optical fibres (as in Fig. 3 ). This approach is neither scalable nor efficient since overlapping multiple spatial modes on a crystal is challenging. In recent years, there has been substantial progress towards developing fully integrated single photon sources in a number of platforms, and using both quadratic and cubic nonlinearities (see [112] [113] [114] for several reviews in this area).
This strategy is also possible in the direct written waveguide platform. Recently, an FLDW waveguide in silica glass has been used to produce heralded photons through spon- Figure 18 A hybrid integrated circuit which incorporates linear components, manufactured using FLDW, to pump and spatially separate heraled single photons from four modes simultaneously [115] .
taneous four wave mixing (SFWM) [65] . This relies on a χ (3) nonlinearity which is small in fused silica glass but is offset by the fact that the extraction efficiency of the waveguides are excellent. The intrinsic birefringence of the waveguide was used to accomplish the necessary phasematching of the SFWM process. High purity heralded single photons were produced using this scheme, which points to the potential of producing multiple identical waveguides and pumping them simultaneously. However, an alternative approach is to exploit high efficiency waveguides in χ (2) nonlinear materials, such as periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN), to produce photon pairs (see Fig. 18 ). The advantage of this is that by using periodic poling a phase matching condition can be fulfilled for a larger range of pump, signal and idler wavelengths. By hybrid interfacing PPLN directly with laser inscribed waveguide circuits it is possible to gain an advantage over using the two platforms in isolation [115] . PPLN is an excellent nonlinear material, yet it is not ideal for simple linear operations. The FLDW technique is excellent for low loss photon routing and linear devices like beamsplitters and wavelength demultiplexers (WDM). Since the optical modes are closely matched it is possible to efficiently couple light between PPLN proton exchanged waveguides and FLDW waveguides [115] .
Waveguide processing is advancing and optimised structures for both the collection and transmission of light at 800 nm and telecommunication wavelengths are progressing [115] [116] [117] . Additional chip density is possible by using novel three dimensional interaction regions to produce multimode transformations or to stack circuit elements vertically. One clear path toward increasing chip density is to increase the maximum obtainable refractive index contrast available when producing laser inscribed waveguides. The minimum bend radius is dependent on the refractive index contrast of a waveguide and hence by increasing this it is possible to reduce the minimum bending radius and www.lpr-journal.org LASER & PHOTONICS REVIEWS therefore structures like directional couplers can be produced with a smaller footprint. A minimum bend radius in silicon can be as small as a few hundred microns for refractive index contrasts of 0.5-1. In laser inscribed waveguides Eaton et al. have shown that it is possible to obtain refractive index contrasts up to 2.2 × 10 −2 [59] compared with commonly reported values of 0.5 × 10 −2 [118] . These values result in a minimum bend radius of a few mm which limits the minimum beamsplitter size since waveguides must fold in to and out of an evanescent coupling region. An alternative route to increasing circuit density and functionality is to incorporate functions such as detection and photon generation on chip. Significant progress has been made in this area using both a hybrid integration approach [115] and exploiting the inherent nonlinearity of silica waveguides [65] . By incorporating photon pair sources on chip a large reduction in overall resource requirements is achieved. Enhancing the photon generation efficiency could be achieved by reducing the effective mode area of the waveguide or using novel methods or substrates to enhance the nonlinearity of the material.
The relationship between the effective mode area,
MFD
2 and the nonlinear process efficiency is,
c A eff (13) where M F D is the mode field diameter, n 2 is the nonlinear refractive index, ω is the angular frequency of the light and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Measurements of the nonlinear refractive index in fused silica have found similar values in laser written waveguides of 30-90% of the bulk material of 2.7×10 −20 m 2 /W dependent on the writing velocity [119] . Although it is important to note that these measurements did observe that n 2 was much more strongly affected than the linear refractive index during laser processing.
Spring et al. have shown that the high extraction efficiency from laser written waveguides compensates for the lower production efficiency compared to other materials [65] . These source have even been scaled to multiple indistinguishable devices across a single chip [120] . Furthermore the nonlinearity of the amorphous χ (3) material can be enhanced using thermal poling methods to produce an effective second order nonlinearity from a third order nonlinearity [121, 122] . This process uses a high voltage applied across a sample while it is heated and once it cools to room temperature this electrostatic field is frozen into the material. The resulting χ (2) eff is related to χ (3) through χ (2) eff = 3χ (3) E fixed , where an electric field E fixed is frozen within the glass structure. This was initially applied to laser written waveguides by Corbari et al. and later an electrooptically tuned Mach-Zehnder was produced exploiting this technique [123, 124] . Thermal poling has been applied to laser written waveguides in Eagle-2000 glass and the results do show a higher nonlinearity that that of the bulk glass and of unmodified fused silica [124] [125] [126] . The electro-optic and optical nonlinearity could then potentially be exploited in a waveguide circuit composed of Eagle-2000 which has in- Figure 19 A 3D tunable circuit for multidimensional quantum metrology. One waveguide in the three path Mach-Zehnder interacts with the chip's surface meaning a phase shift applied through heat or otherwise can be sensed [139] .
herently low insertion loss. By using glasses with a higher χ (3) the effective χ (2) eff will therefore be higher. Laser written waveguides have been produced in chalcogenide glasses, such as gallium lanthanum sulphide (GLS), with transmission losses as low as 0.65 dB/cm [127] . It has been shown that the nonlinearity of the modified material is preserved after illumination [128, 129] . Directional couplers and even waveguide Bragg gratings (WBG) have been fabricated in GLS showing the potential for quantum integrated circuit applications exploiting this material [130, 131] . By exploiting this material's nonlinear properties it would be possible to produce highly nonlinear waveguides capable of high efficiency heralded single photon generation. For many applications, narrow-band photons are required, which can be achieved in high Q resonances [11, 12, 132] . Waveguide Bragg grating structures have been produced using the FLDW technique [133, 134] as well as the laser writing and subsequent etching of high Q microcavities [135] .
Reconfigurable circuits
One of the unique features of the laser inscription process is its potential for producing structures in three dimensions within a substrate. This can be exploited to produce waveguide interactions which are extremely challenging using two dimensional means. Three mode transformations have been produced in substrates using a single three mode evanescently coupled region [136, 137] . Furthermore it has been proposed theoretically and recently demonstrated that these devices could have potential in quantum metrology [138, 139] . Multimode interferometers can have multiple spatially separated photons injected into their input ports simultaneously which means a subset of the resulting fringes can be selected which contain maximally path entangled states of photons distributed across multiple arms. This advantage combined with the ease with which FLDW circuits can be used to both produce compact interaction regions and interact with the surface of a waveguide chip mean that useful multimode interference devices can be produced. The design of a circuit capable of interacting directly with the surface of a waveguide chip in shown in Fig. 19 . 
Integrated detection scheme
As explored in the present review, current advances in the fabrication techniques of photonic structures may allow for integration of the main components required for scalable photonic quantum sensors, quantum information processors, and possibly an on-chip quantum computer.
In order to exemplify the potential of integrated photonics structures in the area of quantum sensors, in this section we refer to an on-chip realisation of a single-photon counter device [140] . Such an approach is based on a divide-and-conquer technique in which incident photon fluxes encounter an engineered environment that causes the initial wave functions to evolve into a uniform superposition of states. Interestingly, the counting and characterisation of the photons were achieved through the click-statistics obtained from standard on-off detectors.
The equal splitting of the photon fields was achieved using an integrated discrete network of integrated 50/50 beam splitters yielding a total of N = 8 output channels (see Fig. 20) . In order to demonstrate the feasibility of this scheme, Heilmann and collaborators consider two limiting cases as input states for their experiments: 1) low-intensity laser light, which can be idealised as a quantum coherent state [15] ; and 2) heralded single photons produced by spontaneous parametric down conversion, which approximately represents an ideal single-photon Fock state [15] .
In the first scenario, classical coherent states |ψ in = |α are expected to split into eight spatially separated coherent states of equal amplitude, |ψ out = |−α |iα |α |iα |−α |iα |−α |−iα (14) with −α = α/ √ 8. Accordingly, a perfect photon counting characterisation of such a state must yield a Poissonian photon number distribution [141] . Correspondingly, the clickstatistics results in a binomial distribution of the counts [142] . Similarly, in case of a sub-(super-) Poissonian photon-number distribution, the click statistics are sub-(or super-) binomial [143, 144] . Owing to this oneto-one correspondence between actual photon-counts and click-statistics, it is possible to use the so-called Q B parameter for quantifying the binomial character of the click-statistics. More specifically, superbinomial click statistics such as those of laser light are characterised by Q B > 0, while genuine quantum entities, such as Fock states, necessarily feature Q B < 0 [142] .
In a first set of experiments, the click measurements for the classical coherent state the extracted Q B parameter was positive, Q B = (1.712 ± 00.26) × 10 −2 , confirming that indeed the click statistics is super-binomial as expected for a classical light source. In the second set of experiments, the device was used to characterise the fidelity of a heralded single-photon source based on spontaneous parametric down conversion. As in the previous case, the input single-photon state, |ψ in = a † |0 , is spatially distributed and thus transformed according to the expression |ψ out = (−a √ 8, where a † l represents the bosonic creation operators of the l-th waveguide mode. In this case, measurement data clearly demonstrates the non-classicality of the input state, with Q B = (−2.002 ± 0.049) × 10 −2 < 0.
Through these experiments, the authors introduce a new paradigm for integrated photon-number resolved measurements based on distributed sensing with multiplexed arrays of conventional on-off detectors. In addition, it was demonstrated that measuring the click statistics of the detector ensemble provides the means to determine the actual photon-counting statistics. Consequently, this technique can in principle be scaled to allow counting arbitrarily high numbers of incident photons, irrespective of the dead time and quantum efficiency of the individual detectors used.
Conclusion and outlook
This review has outlined the range of advances which have resulted from the use of femtosecond laser direct-written waveguides for quantum information science applications. This waveguide fabrication approach is well suited to the current state of the art in this application domain, since quantum information demonstrations demand low loss circuits which are transparent at visible wavelengths and can be rapidly prototyped. In addition the excellent mode www.lpr-journal.org
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overlap between a single mode fibre and laser inscribed glass waveguides circuits mean interfacing waveguides with standard optical equipment is convenient. Universal quantum computing can be realised by means of a simple set of basic gates, which are CNOT-, Hadamard-and π/8-phase-gate, all of which have been demonstrated using laser inscribed waveguide circuits. Furthermore, due to the 3D capabilities of the FLDW technique more complex gate operations are feasible. In particular it has allowed the implementation of a range of simulations of condensed matter phenomena. In the future it is anticipated that the laser inscription technique will continue to be a valuable prototyping tool and particularly useful for novel 3D strucutres.
The next steps for the laser inscription technique will be to increase the complexity of current circuit designs. This could be achieved in novel ways such as layering devices in three dimensions. Alternatively exotic glasses such as chalcogenides could be exploited to enable incorporation of nonlinear optical functions into conventional devices. Furthermore it should be possible to continue to include tunable elements into waveguide circuits, such as thermal phase shifters to produce reconfigurable circuits. Finally on chip detection should be possible by bringing waveguides close to the surface of the waveguide chip. 
